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Business Card Holder

Cutting List

- 1 x Business Card Holder
- Card separator (as many as you need)
- 1 x Top Mat

1. Fold the Business Card Holder Box by the score lines and glue it by the tabs.

2. Glue the Top Mat to the top of the Box.

3. Add as many card separators as you need.
Cutting List

- 1 x Back
- 1 x Front Bag
- 1 x Handles

1. Fold the Front Bag by the score lines and glue by the tabs.

2. Glue the Back to the Front Bag.

3. Add the Handles to the top of the Bag.
Basket Carrier

Cutting List

- 1 x Basket
- 1 x Handles and Embellishments

1. Fold the sides of the Basket and Glue together as seen in the picture.

2. Add the round Embellishments and the Handles.
Cupcake Bag

Cutting List
- 1 x Cupcake Bag

1. Fold the bag by the score lines and glue it by the tabs.
2. Add the mats and embellishments to the front of the bag.
Handbag

Cutting List
- 1 x Back
- 1 x Base
- 1 x Front Mat
- 1 x Front
- 1 x Handle Mat
- 1 x Handle
- 2 x Sides
- 1 x Top
- 1 x Top Mat

1. Using the Base, Front, Back, and Sides pieces, glue together to create the handbag shape.

2. Using the Top piece, glue to the top of the Back piece using the long tab.

3. Take the Handle piece and glue the tabs to either side of the Top section, ensuring the tabs sit on the underside so they are hidden.

4. Decorate with the corresponding mat pieces.
Handbag Box

Cutting List
- 1 x Handbag
- 1 x Handle
- 1 x Mat

1. Using the Handbag piece, glue together using the tabs at the sides.

2. Decorate the front of the box with the Mat pieces.

3. Using the Handle pieces, mat together leaving the bottom tabs open.

4. Fold the tabs on the Handle outwards and glue to the top of the bag.
Lattice Basket

Cutting List

- 1 x Handle
- 1 x Lattice Basket

1. Fold the tabs and sides of the Basket and glue by the tabs.

2. Add the Handle to the Basket.
Lipstick

Cutting List

Base
• 8 x Side Mat
• 8 x Side
• 1 x Top and Base

Collar
• 8 x Side
• 1 x Top and Base

Lipstick
• 1 x Sides 1
• 1 x Sides 2
• 1 x Top and Base

1. For both the Base and the Collar, glue the Side and Top and Base pieces together.

2. Glue the completed Collar section to the completed Base section.

3. Using the Lipstick Sides 1 and Sides 2 pieces, glue together using the tabs at the sides, then glue the Top and Base pieces to the corresponding areas.

4. Glue the completed Lipstick section to the completed Collar section.

5. Decorate the Base section with the mat pieces.
**Little Shop Gift Bag**

**Cutting List**
- 1 x Back
- 1 x Base
- 1 x Embellishments
- 1 x Front
- 1 x Sides

1. Glue the Back, Front and Sides to the Base of the box and glue together by the tabs.

2. Add the Embellishments as seen in the picture.
Octagonal Lantern

Cutting List
- 8 x Side
- 1 x Top and Bottom

1. Add the Sides to the Bottom of the lantern.
2. Fold the Sides by the score lines and glue together by the tabs.
3. Add the Top piece to the lantern.
Perfume Bottle

Cutting List

Bottle
- 8 x Side Mat
- 8 x Side
- 1 x Top and Base

Spray
- 1 x Base Section
- 1 x Spray Section

1. Using the Side pieces, glue together at the long sides using the tabs.

2. Glue the Top and Base pieces to the corresponding tabs at either end of the section completed in step 1.

3. Assemble the Base section by folding along the score lines and gluing together using the tabs.

4. Using the largest Spray Section piece, assemble the Base section by folding along the score lines and gluing together using the tabs.

5. Using the small Spray Section piece, glue to one side of the completed large Spray Section piece.

6. Glue the Spray Section to the Base Section, ensuring it is positioned centrally.

7. Glue the completed Spray section to the completed Bottle section.

8. Decorate with the Side Mat pieces to finish.
Shop

Cutting List

Roof
- 1 x Awning Front 1
- 1 x Awning Front 2
- 1 x Awning Top
- 1 x Back
- 1 x Base
- 1 x Front
- 1 x Side 1
- 1 x Side 2
- 1 x Top

Shop
- 1 x Back
- 1 x Door Details
- 1 x Door
- 1 x Pavement
- 2 x Shop Front Windows
- 2 x Shop Front
- 2 x Sides
- 2 x Top and Base

Embellishments as desired.

Roof
1. Using the Side 1 piece, glue the Front piece to the curved edge. This will be the front of the roof section.

2. Using the Top, Back, and Base pieces, glue to the remaining sides of the Side 1 piece.

3. Glue the Side 2 piece to the opposite side to complete the roof shape.

4. Mat the Awning Front 2 piece to the Awning Front 1 piece. Glue this to the front of the roof section so the scallop detail overhangs.

5. Glue the Awning Top piece to the top of the roof to complete the roof section.

Shop
6. Using the Door piece, glue to the indented edge of the Base piece.

7. Take the two Shop Front pieces and glue to the edges either side of the Door piece, following the shape of the Base piece.

8. Complete the shape by adding the Sides, Back and Top pieces. If adding embellishments inside the shop, do this before gluing the back piece on.

9. Mat the Door Details and Shop Front Windows to the corresponding areas.

10. Glue the completed roof section to the completed shop section.

11. Glue the completed shop to the Pavement piece.
Shopping Trolley

Cutting List

- 1 x Base
- 1 x Handle
- 1 x Rack
- 1 x Trolley
- 1 x Wheels

1. Using the Base piece, assemble by folding along the score lines and gluing the tabs to the corresponding sides.

2. Using the Trolley piece, assemble by folding along the score lines and gluing the tabs to the corresponding sides.

3. Glue the completed Trolley section to the completed Base section.

4. Using the Rack piece, fold along the score lines and glue to the lower part of the Base section as shown in the picture.

5. Using the Handle section, fold along the score lines and glue the tabs to the back of the Trolley section as shown in the picture.

6. Mat the Wheel pieces to the wheel sections of the Base piece.

7. Decorate with the Embellishments as desired.
Square Lantern

**Cutting List**

- 4 x Side
- 1 x Top and Bottom

1. Add the Sides to the Bottom of the lantern.
2. Fold the Sides by the score lines and glue together by the tabs.
3. Add the Top piece to the lantern.
Star Box

Cutting List

• 1 x Box
• 1 x Lid

1. Fold the Box by the score lines and glue by the tabs.

2. Repeat the same process for the Lid.
Umbrella Basket

Cutting List

- 1 x Base
- 1 x Handle
- 6 x Sides Mat
- 6 x Sides

1. Glue the Sides Mats to the Sides.
2. Glue the Sides to the Base and to each other by the tabs.
3. Glue both parts of the Handle together and add it to the centre of the Base.
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